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Overview

★ Usernames and passwords

★ Secure sites and networks and TOU agreements

★ Your digital reputation

★ Reporting online drama and criminal activity

★ Exceptional internet education resources
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Info-whelm
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(and we’re all students aren’t we?)



Usernames and passwords 
are keys to your 'house'

★ Password protect your 
computer and handheld 
devices

★ Have a password for your 
home wifi network
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Usernames

★ Usernames say something about 
you regardless

★ roadvirus // black adder // 
ruskin // frolicking princess // 
jasper haps

★ often are email addresses

★ Back in the day...  we had a choice 
about our usernames

★ Now that ‘s not so much the case
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★  “You have one identity,” 

★ “The days of you having a different image for 
your work friends or co-workers and for the 
other people you know are probably coming 
to an end pretty quickly.” 

★ “Having two identities for yourself is an 
example of a lack of integrity.”

 Mark Zuckerberg, 2010
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25 Most common 
passwords of 2011
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■ 1. password

■ 2. 123456

■ 3.12345678

■ 4. qwerty

■ 5. abc123

■ 6. monkey

■ 7. 1234567

■ 8. letmein

■ 9. trustno1

■ 10. dragon

■ 11. baseball

■ 12. 111111

■ 13. iloveyou

■ 14. master

■ 15. sunshine

■ 16. ashley

■ 17. bailey

■ 18. passw0rd

■ 19. shadow

■ 20. 123123

■ 21. 654321

■ z2. superman

■ 23. qazwsx

■ 24. michael

■ 25. football

Passwords



Treat your password and login info like 
your toothbrush

★ Your BBFL doesn’t need to 
know your passwords and 
usernames - really.

★ Don’t have the same 
password and username for 
all your online accounts



★ Browsers (internet 
explorer, safari, firefox or 
chrome) have built-in 
options to store your 
usernames and passwords

★  and ‘auto-fill’ forms when 
you go to them. 

★ Very helpful 

★ but anyone on your 
computer/browser will be 
able to log in as well
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Change Your Password...
★ Change your passwords occasionally  

★ Change your pin numbers once a year

★ Have a password on your computer and handheld devices
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Online photo galleries - 
password protect them!
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Secure websites

★ Stick to places you know

★ Manually type in url addresses to avoid skimmers

★ Don't ever put your credit card number in an email

★ Verified by visa - --a padlock or VeriSign insignia at 
the bottom of the page

★ “https” = secure websites

★ Check your credit card statements!
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Research online scams, urban legends and 
memes
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★ Don’t shop or bank on public/open wifi networks like these

★ Skimmers can keystroke log activity from the next table
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2010 Top Social Networking Websites
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Terms of use agreements

★ Anyone here pay for FB? 

★ Location of data and 
applicable laws

★ Copyrights to material

★ Minimum ages for use
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★ Age verification online has been one of 
the toughest issues web designers face

★ There’s often a reason why sites have 
minimum ages

Officially the minimum age for 
MySpace is 14; Facebook is 13



Read and understand privacy policies and 
value their data as much as the advertisers do
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48

Privacy policies are what we agree to every time 
we sign up for an account and we click “Agree”

★ Do you read privacy policies?

★ Do you know what you are agreeing to and what the company is 
going to do with your information?

★  Do you understand what online policies mean?



Setting Up Home Computers

Parental Controls - limit apps?, limit sites?

PW and UN in sealed envelopes

Set up User Accounts just for youth

No laptops?, No Wifi? Unplug the modem at a certain 
time?

Computer is a communal place
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Your digital reputation
★ Offline and online Not real and virtual

★ For existing workers - learning new protocols, 
languages and cultural nuances of online worlds

★ For new workers - established identities and 
the process of establishing professional online 
boundaries
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Reputation defender...



Personal vs professional identity
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★for policy makers to remain relevant in their policy and 
resource allocation decisions
★making sure that you are clear about which voice you 
are speaking in (personal or professional)
★decline ‘add’ requests politely and direct individuals to 
difference channels (family to Smithe/ co-worker to 
Smith)
★role model good boundaries for co-workers and family 



Interpersonal conduct

★ iPhone stacks at dinner table or business lunch

★ Negotiate txting breaks during meetings/meals

★ Leave phones at door at parties so no 
inappropriate photos are taken

★ It is legal to photographs in public- photos are the 
property of photographer
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Should parents add 
their kids on Facebook?

★ Over 70% of parents were friends with 
their kids

★ 30% of teens would ‘un-friend’ their 
parents if given a choice

★ Nearly half of youth would prefer to be 
friends with parents privately (and 
parents wouldn’t have the ability to post 
comments)

★ and 41 percent of parents said they 
knew half or less of their children's 
Facebook friends.
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http://www.ottawacitizen.com/life/Should+parents+friend+their+kids+Facebook/3441097/story.html#ixzz0xyIhIaeS
Nielsen questioned 1,024 parents and 500 children aged 13 to 17 for the online poll. 2010
Read more: http://www.ottawacitizen.com/life/Should+parents+friend+their+kids+Facebook/3441097/
story.html#ixzz0y8q3j8za



Parents on FB
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Google Yourself!
With Google's excellent indexing of the Internet, the reality is that friends, 
family members and employers can find out more information about you 
than you potentially want them to, just by "Googling" your full name. Here 
are a few ways of getting out of this situation
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★ full (first and last) name

★ postal address 

★ email addresses

★ phone numbers

★ passwords

★ call and credit card numbers

★ social insurance numbers

★ your whole real birth day

Keep this private information 
private

★ first name twice

★ local public space

★ have junk email addys for signing up 

★ (personal ones)

★ different one for each account

★ obviously

★ obviously

★ use real year but not real day



Digital will?
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★ your age

★ whether you are female or male

★ who you family members are

★ your favourite band

★ your favourite food

★ how many pets you have

★ the name of your pet

★ your opinion about an important issue

Carefully share this 
personal information



Professional presence

★ Set a proper tone

★ State your professional boundaries

★ hours of operation

★ what you will or won’t respond to

★ expectations for conduct on the channel

★ how to verify who you are



Customize your privacy settings...

★ They’re like 
seat belts

★ They make 
you safer--not 
safe
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How to set profiles to be safer 
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http://www.connectsafely.org/Safety-Advice-Articles/facebook-for-parents.html



Google “screen 
capture software”





Export sms messages

Export Skype



Reporting online 
concerns

★ To the website host

★ To your service provider

★ To law enforcement

★ Child exploitation

★ Hate propaganda

★ Obscenity

★ Fraud



★ For reports of child exploitation and luring

★ Established in 2002 and is our national tipline

★ Tipline exist all over the world

★ Coordinated through Interpol

★ Paired with our R.C.M.P. -  (NCECC)



Other concerns

★ Hate propoganda - local police

★ Obscenity - local police and ISP

★ Fraud - Reporting Economic Crime Online 
(RECOL) site at http://www.recol.ca



Exceptional resources

★ http://www.connectsafely.org/

★ http://www.commonsensemedia.org/

★ http://www.childnet-int.org/

★ http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/



What Is the Safe OnLine Outreach Society?

• SOLOS is a Mission-based non-profit society founded by Merlyn Horton in 2002 as a one-year crime prevention project

• Her goal was to offer educated responses to the often murky areas in which children and youth both encounter and interact with 
technology

• Its immediate success allowed Merlyn to develop the program into a non-profit, charitable organization

• ;j

★ A group of volunteers, contractors and staff who over the past 10 years, 
has delivered more than 750 presentations reaching over 75,000 children, 
youth and adults throughout B.C., western Canada and Europe. 

★ Educational presentations for school-based youth and parent groups

★ Workshops for professionals (educators and youth counsellors)

★ Policy development recommendations (for non-profit organizations)

★ Publications - Youth Booklets, parent resources and a database of academic 
references for professional



Publications
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Thanks and  contact info….

www.safeonlineoutreach.com

info@safeonlineoutreach.com 

604-615-7899

Facebook Fan Page- Safe OnLine Outreach Society 


